Language Mixed Bag - 18/9/2017

 Copy the sentences with the correct answers in your Mixed Bag notebook.
Subject Verb Agreement
Pick the correct verb to agree with the subject.
1.  The sun is one of the stars that _______ light to the planets.
           gives / give
2.  None of the group _______ missing.
           is / are
3.  Either the flight director or the astronauts _______ at fault.
           Is / are
4.  A group of astronomers _______ meeting today.
           Is / are
5.  Most of the stars _______ billions of years to burn out.
           takes / take
6.  Everyone with binoculars _______ craters on the moon.
           sees / see
7.  One of the planets  _______ a year to complete an orbit.
            takes / take
8.  All the reports on the mission _______ on the desk.
            sits / sit
9.  Every one of the other planets _______ denser than Saturn.
            Is / are
10.  All students in that class _______ the stars.
            studies / study
11.  Astronomy club members _______ with evening viewings.
            helps / help
12.  Someone from the astronomy club _______ the telescope.

            uses / use
Present, Past, and Future Perfect Verb Tenses
Use the present, past and future perfect verb tenses.

 Copy the sentences with the correct answers in your Mixed Bag notebook.
Select the best verb form:
1. She ________ to Africa many times.
    was going          has gone

will have gone

2. By the time the troops arrived, the war ________.
    had ended          has ended

will have ended

3. Women ________ in US presidential elections since 1921.
    vote          have voted

had voted

4. By the time help arrives, the refugees ________ many weeks.
    waited         have waited

will have waited

5. The bus ________ by the time I got to the bus stop.
    has already left          had already left        will have already left
6. The plane ________ by the time we get through this traffic.
    has left        will have left

was leaving

7. My parents ________ on King Street for 50 years and they’re still there.
    live        have lived

will have lived

8. As soon as I saw her face, I knew I ________ her before.
    had met         have met

was meeting

9. By this time tomorrow, he ________ his exams.
    finished          had finished        will have finished
10. In July this year, they ________ 10 years.
    are married        have been married        will have been married
11. I ________ for hours for Li to reply, and I’m still waiting!
    have waited         had waited

am waiting

12. He didn’t realize that he ________ his keys until he got home.
     has lost       had lost

will have lost

 13. By the time Juliana got home, her father ________ dinner.
    cooks          will cook

had cooked

14. In 2040 I ________ a club member for 30 years.
    was          had been

will have been

15. By tomorrow afternoon Liam ________ his third test.
    will have finished          finished

has finished

16. While Luis ________ a movie, his friend studied.
    watched         is watching

has watched

17. If you ________ harder, you would have passed the test.
    study          will study

had studied

18. It rained, and I wish I ________ my umbrella.
    was taking        had taken

will take

19. The children ________ for 10 minutes when the teacher arrived.
    are fighting        will fight

had been fighting

20. Charlie ________ to go to Mexico for a long time.
    has been wanting         is wanting

will want

21. Joey ________ her driver's test twice before she finally passed it yesterday.
    tries          had tried

will try

22. By next year I ________ 1,000 bonus points.
     collected         have collected

will have collected

23. By the time the plane landed, the weather ________.
     is clearing           had cleared

will clear

24. They were very hungry when they arrived because they ________.
     haven't eaten        hadn't eaten

will have eaten

